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- Logical properties of finite state machines can be automatically checked (model checkers).
- More complex systems need semi-automated proving.
- Verification of proofs is easy and fully automatic.
- Example: some theorem about Boolean algebras has been found by a computer.
- Example: several math text books have been verified with a semi-automatic prover (and small but inessential errors have been found).
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Landscape of logics

- Prop → ModalProp → Logic of programs
  - Temporal logic
  - Spatial logic

- FOL → ModalFOL

- HOL
propositional consequence

Hintikka games

propositional proofs

resolution

(semi-)automatic proving: SPASS, Isabelle

first-order quantifiers

first-order consequence
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LPL book  detailed introduction into first-order logic with many exercises
Boole  construct truth tables
Tarski’s world  evaluate logical formulas within a blocks world
Fitch  construct proofs
Grinder  gives automatic feedback to your solutions (requires purchase of the CD)
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- **LPL book** detailed introduction into first-order logic with many exercises
- **Boole** construct truth tables
- **Tarski’s world** evaluate logical formulas within a blocks world
- **Fitch** construct proofs
- **Grinder** gives automatic feedback to your solutions (requires purchase of the CD)
Rooms

- Monday 12:00 - 14:00 MZH 1400
- Thursday 14:00 - 16:00 MZH 5210
- Exercises (bring your Laptops with you!)
  - Wednesday 8:00 - 10:00 Sportturm C 5130
  - or within the course
- Web: www.informatik.uni-bremen.de/agbkb/lehre/ws09-10/Logik/
Scheinkriterien

- successful solution of 10 exercises from 7 different chapters, with deadlines as given in the course
  - to be found in the LPL book
  - *but*: only those listed on the website, marked with grades
  - grade is average of 10 best solutions, but only as good as the best fitch solution
  - groups of 1-3 students (10/20/30 exercises, same grade for all)
  - submitted to the Grinder or to me (depending on the exercise)
- and: presentation of solutions to the class, or oral exam ("Fachgespräch")
Language, proof and logic

- for working with the Grinder, *each* student/group needs an *own new* CD
- try easy exercises first, to reach the minimum of 10 (later on, you can improve: only the 10 best solutions count)
- *only* exercises with a successful report (by the Grinder or us) count
- the Grinder is always right (but some old versions of Fitch are buggy)